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One day we were going to Disney World. I was so excited! I could not wait! We drove to the airport, got a snack, and got on the plane. Whoosh! I had so much fun. Every
night I watched fireworks.

I loved all the different colors.

Bang! We did lots of things.

First was our bo, you go up and
down and all around! We went
on Ariel's ride next. There
there were lots of lights and characters. On our last day, I dressed like Cinderella.

A bus driver told the whole bus, there was a princess on board!
Play dat with G'ora rith by micke
I want to tell you a story about Gioia.

Gioia is my best friend. We go to scoops to get her.
I like Gioia.

Because I like talking to Gioia.

She replied.

I not a lot.
My mom said that we could have a play date.

Yay! It was the happiest day ever! I said to My
Mom, I think it's too hot.

Sax Gloia was sick. Oh no, the best day became the worst day.
Good thing Giola's dad had a bright idea. Giola and I can video chat. We took for 2 ours!
I wish Giola
gets betr and
we can have a
day play dat
next saturday.
Lucy the Elephant
Margate, NJ
Did you know that there is a giant statue of an elephant called Lucy in Margate, NJ. That is what the librarian said to me when I got a book called Lucy the Elephant & Sam the Mouse.
First we read the book and decided to go to Margaret Lucy.

Next we drove for two hours. I was so happy.

Then we finally arrived at Lucy. It was bigger than a house. Pepol can go inside here.
Last, we went to the gift shop and then the beach. I had an amazing time.
Being a Big Brother is Awesome- By Noah Q.

We play hide and seek. He always finds me last.

We play tag. I'm too fast. He can't tag me.

We pretend to be superheroes. We save the world. I'm Catboy and he is Gekko.

We pretend our floor is hot lava. We jump from pillow to pillow to save ourselves.

We pretend our floor is a giant pool or ocean and we just swim.
I taught my brother how to run and jump.

I taught my brother how to count all the way up to 20.

It's special being a big brother!